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Inline skate spacers

On 17 April 2015 at 20:25 | Updated on November 25, 2018 at 19:12 The spacers are the insignificant small parts that strongly condition the performance of your skates. Too long or too short, they will damage your bearings or block your wheels. Why so much hatred? OLS continues... From Alexandre CHARTIER Spacers are the small
parts that are used between the two bearings of your skate wheel axles. They take care of the coherence between the two bearings in order to optimize the tuning and synchronization of their rotation. The camps lean on them when they are dressed. The most common model is shown in the 3D diagram below (blue): a floating collar
spacer with an axis of 8 mm.Spacer for 8 mm axisSometimes no spacers are required! Some entry-level skates are not even equipped with spacers. It could be the case if the skates are supplied with AB bearings, i.e. bearings whose internal race is extended with a sleeve that serves as a space. No spacer with 608 AB bearings
&gt;&gt;Which model to choose from? In theory, all spacers can do the job. Some have a collar that allows them to stay in the axle and facilitates the assembly of the wheels. Apart from this aspect, the best thing that remains to be done is try multiple models for the same wheel as there are no real standards that can be used with all
wheels. Follow a methodical process! Nothing can ever be taken for grantedDepending on the wheel mark you use, you may need to change spacers. In fact, shaped plastic abs vary in width, it is about a few tenths of a millimeter. The diameter of the wheel hub may or may not gnaw spacers. If you use microbearings, they only fit with
special sleeve spacers (longer) as their width is smaller than that of classic bearings. Check your axis diameter to select the correct spacersIf you need to change your spacers, check if you have 6, 7 or 8 mm axes. If you are equipped with 6 or 7 mm axes, the distance must often be plugged into the bearings. Sometimes the outside of the
spacer can be screwed and the axles replaced by screws. Sometimes frames don't have storage seats (bulges that give space to the bearings) and you have to add washing machines, as is the case with Hypno Skates. If you have 8 mm axes, the spacer is a simple floating spacer placed between the bearings so that they can lean on
when tightening. Hypno-type spacer &gt;&gt;Plastic or metal spacer? Many entry-level and mid-range models are equipped with plastic spacers. break them. In this case, do not hesitate to replace them with metal spacers, more expensive, but more durable and efficient. As far as metal spacers are concerned, there are differences
according to alloys that are more or less heavy and more or less susceptible to corrosion. Make sure that the pages that come into contact with the bearings are in a new state. What are the consequences of an insufficient space? Whatever the and the type of wheel, the axial suit is carried out on the inner race of bearings. Bearings and
wheels are essentially connected by a close position between the outer breed and the nab. If the distance is too large, the nabe flange and the two bearings will be played, and the wheel will be loose. If the spacer is too small, the inner races are crushed and the camps are informal. In the best case, the wheel does not turn. In the worst
case, the sides of the bearings wear out and the bearing is dismantled. How to find the most suitable distance? First, be careful when assembling. Ideally, the bearings are mounted in the pushing of their outer race to the nabe flange. Then:• Rotate the wheel by pressing a finger on the inner race of a bearing. The race of the opposite
bearing should also turn.• If one of the bearings protrudes when you enter the other, your spacer is too long.• If the spacer moves, if you shake your wheel, it may be too small (rough test).• Mount the wheel on the axle and rotate it when tightening. If the wheel slows immediately, the distance is too short (closer test). Spacer for 6mm
axishub flangeOuter raceInner raceSpacerSort through your pile of spacersThere is nothing more rational than a good old measuring tool. We use a brake caliper. You don't have to have a digital version like the image below, a classic model will do perfect. Useful linksAxles and Spacer for Skates By Alfathor and 8wd Published on April
17, 2015 - Read 57743 times 08.07.2013 Read by 1363 people The wheel spacer is a part between the bearings in the wheel and is responsible for its correct wheel rotation. By tightening the wheels, the side walls of a frame become very narrow, which guarantees that the bearing remains in its permanent position and the right spinning.
Spacer mounted in a wheel, is responsible for maintaining an optimal distance between the bearings even with a very strong screw suit. The lack of spacers in the wheel leads to a far too strong emphasis on a core, which leads to increasing problems with the correct wheel rotation. Spacers are available in two sizes: 6 and 8 mm, both
suitable for all inline skating bearings. Regardless of size (608, 688, 668) and class (ABEC, ILQ, etc.), all bearings for inline skating have the same diameter of the screw hole: 8mm. Depending on the diameter of the screws in the frame, the wheels require 6 or 8 mm spacers.8mm spacers are freely mounted between the bearings. The
mounting screw runs directly through the opening in the bearing, and then through the spacer.6mm spacer have special tabs in placenta, which reduces the diameter of the hole from 8 to 6 mm. In this case, the mounting screw passes through the entire length of the distance. Again, we emphasize that all bearings have the same diameter
of the screw hole, and before purchasing new spacers, you should check the size of the screw rings. If Original wheels have been mounted with 6mm spacers, you should buy new 6mm spacers or, if the condition allows, use the original parts. NOTE: You do not need to measure the diameter of the spacers to assess their size: spacers
that are freely mounted between the bearings always have 8mm and spacers with indents are 6mm. When you buy spacers, pay attention to the design of the core circuit. Most wheels on the market are designed for the installation of 8mm spacers, which facilitate the centering of the mounting axle. However, there are models where the
core can only accommodate the distance of 6 mm. The width of the core in the wheels is the same in most cases. Differences in width with standard spacers are not detectable in normal skating. Over time, it is worth paying attention to the condition of spacers that can reduce their width - so tighten the bearings on the core wheels and
increase rolling resistance. Professional skaters who want to exploit the full potential of their bikes and bearings benefit from a special bike model. Its width is exactly the same (exactly up to 0.01 cm) as the width of the core. The replacement of the bearings should go hand in hand with the exchange spacers to maximize the potential of
the new equipment. Browse this category and there's a pretty good chance you'll find your new Rollerblade spacers under our selection of Rollerblade wheel spacers and Rollerblade frame spacers. Rollerblade wheel spacers are the small metal parts placed between the two bearings in each wheel of your inline skates. They exist in
different sizes (6mm or 8mm), so make sure you know which spacers your wheels are using before you buy new ones. This will usually be indicated on the wheel or on our old spacer. Even if it is possible to mount both bearings and wheels without the spacers, this is not something we recommend, as it will wear out your bearings in no
time and give you a terrible ride. Rollerblade frame spacers are placed between the frame of the skate and the wheels. Newer skates often come with frame spacers that are already built into the frame, simply to avoid extra loose parts. In children's skates and older skates you will often find loose Rollerblade frame spacers. There are
different types of spacers, so if you are new to this area, we recommend that you read this guide to make sure you buy the right ones. Do not buy plastic spacers Both Rollerblade frame spacer and Rollerblade wheel spacer can be found in plastic, but as you might all our spacers are made of metal. Usually in aluminum. Although the price
may be repulsive, we do not recommend plastic spacers as the service life and quality are very poor. NOT SPACERS BECAUSE YOU LIKE THE COLOR Self Centering 608 Aluminum Inline Skate Bearings: Airplane Aluminum, Very Light. Self-centering self-centering for use with standard 608 inline skate bearings in standard nab wheels
and 8mm axles. Sold through the individual space. Your bearings are only as good as your spacers. The task of the distance rpm is to push the bearings apart to allow a better free play. Because the tolerances are so tight and each wheel brand or bearing brand has slightly different dimensions, we offer different size options to ensure
the right fit. A few things you should know about Inline Skate Bearing Spacers: Some wheel manufacturers don't make their bearing seats exactly 10mm apart, which is the standard for inline speed wheels. When a skater uses these types of wheels and tightens their axles, the wheel does not rotate properly when using a spacer that is
too short. In addition to the possible inconsistency of wheel hubs, bearing spacers can also become shorter over time due to wear or compression and should be replaced. To solve the problem, we offer different length spacing brackets. The standard length of the storage spacers is 10.11-10.33mm and works with most wheels. Most
inline speed skaters choose the standard length to make sure they have free play. If you notice a click tone while skating, this is an indication of a distance that is slightly longer than necessary. Clicking can only come from some of your wheels. A few things you should know about aluminum nabs vs. plastic nabs: A plastic-nab-bearing
hole bends, so it can be made slightly smaller than the bearing, so if you insert the bearing into the hole, it doesn't fall out. In the case of an aluminium nab, if the bearing hole is a fraction too small, the bearing will probably enter, but will be difficult, if not impossible to remove. Most aluminium-mount bearing hole tolerances are set to 0.00 +0.02 mm. This means that the bearing hole may not be too small, but can be larger up to a maximum of 0.02 mm. In an aluminum hub wheel you should expect a little noise from the steel bearing that clicks against the aluminum hub and the bearing can easily fall out in the hand. Don't worry if you experience this, as performance
is not affected. Manufacturers Recommend distance lengths for certain wheels, if known: 10.00mm: Bont Red Magic Hardcore Wheels 10.11-10.33mm: Atom Wheels Matter Wheels MPC Wheels Wheels Wheels Wheels
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